Tender Corrigendum No: NEIGR/S&P/  

Dated: 04/07/2018

E. -TENDER CORRIGENDUM

Reference Tender Enquiry No.-: NEIGR/S&P/OT-E -09/2018 -19, Dt. 22/05/2018 Online Open Tender For PROCESSING OF UPDATED ICU BEDS (08 NOS), WITH 5 YEARS WARRANTY AND THEREAFTER 5 YEAR CMC, AGAINST BUY BACK OF 08 NOS OF OLD/OBSOLETE EXISTING & UNSERVICEABLE ICU BEDS (MAKE: HUNTELEIGH HEALTHCARE, UK) FOR ICU 2ND FLOOR OF THE INSTITUTE.

The following amendment /addendum are hereby being considered against the technical specification of For ICU BEDS:-

Technical Specifications:

1. Point No. 1. a. "Automatic lateral therapy is an effective method of preventing pulmonary complications, including VAP or atelectasis. It uses the principle of platform based programmed lateral tilt to enhance lung drainage and airway hygiene. Tilting of patient plateform with 30 degree".

   Maybe read as

"Automatic lateral rotation with safe patient handling, it can be based on patient-Mattress surface or bed platform".

2. Point No. 2. d. “The automatic in-bed scales with memory indicate actual weight of the patient and provide a history of collected data with any physical intervention of staff ".

   Maybe read as

“The automatic in-bed scales with memory indicate actual weight of the patient after zeroing ".

3. Point No. 2. e. "The X-ray translucent mattress platform enables in-bed X-ray examination or C arm scanning with minimum effort. X-ray cassette holder is inserted through the well accessible side X-ray slot".

   Maybe read as

“The X-ray translucent mattress platform enables in-bed X-ray examination with minimum effort. X-ray cassette holder /through mattress ".

4. Please add the following point

Air Pressure Mattress which must be supplied along with the bed :

i. Fully automatic mattress replacement system using alternating low pressure technology.

ii. Should be designed for enhanced prevention & treatment of patient of high risk pressure ulcers.

iii. Should have at least 20 – 30 cells modular construction with each cell individually replaceable.
iv. Head cell should be continuous low pressure working with sacrum cell at alternating low pressure.
v. Heel zone is made up of soft & durable protective foam with inclination for better pressure relief.
vi. Height of mattress should be at least 6" – 8".
vii. Should have protective foam base of 3 – 5 cm thick.
viii. Should have detachable top cover with two way stretch to avoid sheer & friction forces made up of PU with bacteriostatic agent embedded.
ix. Should have built in pump for simple and easy construction.
x. Mattress replacement should have automatic weight recognition sensor pad to adjust air pressure according to patient weight or change of weight.
xi. Should have CPR system for emergency deflation.
xii. Audio visual alarms for low pressure.
xiii. Can lift at least 150 kg. Patient.

All other terms and conditions remains the same.

For further details regarding amendment, addendum, extension and downloading of documents, please visit website: www.eprocure.gov.in /www.neigrihms.gov.in; Tel/Fax: 0364-2538032; E-mail: storeneigrihms@gmail.com.

Sd/-
Stores & Procurement Officer,
For and on behalf of Director, NEIGRIHMS